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Divergent Trends
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
2013 -- “Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since
the 1950s, many of the observed changes are unprecedented over
decades to millennia.”
2014 -- “Human interference with the climate system is occurring,
and climate change poses risks for human and natural systems.”
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Divergent Trends
•

Farnsworth, S. and S. Lichter (2011) “The structure of scienKﬁc opinion on climate change,” Interna&onal Journal of Public Opinion
Research, Survey of 489 scienOsts working in academia, government, and industry members of the American Geophysical Union or the
American Meteorological Society. Of those surveyed, 97% agreed that that global temperatures have risen over the past century.
Moreover, 84% agreed that "human-induced greenhouse warming" is now occurring. Only 5% disagreed with the idea that human
acOvity is a signiﬁcant cause of global warm

•

Doran, P. and M. Kendall Zimmerman (2009). "Examining the ScienKﬁc Consensus on Climate Change". EOS 90 (3): 22–23. 3,146 of
the 10,257 polled Earth scienOsts. Among all respondents, 90% agreed that temperatures have risen compared to pre-1800 levels, and
82% agreed that humans signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the global temperature.

•

Bray, D. and H. von Storch (2008). "A Survey of the PerspecKves of Climate ScienKsts Concerning Climate Science and Climate
Change" 2,058 climate scienOsts from 34 diﬀerent countries. "How convinced are you that climate change, whether natural or
anthropogenic, is occurring now?" got 93.8% very much agree (67.1%) or to some large extent (26.7%), 6.2% said to some small extent
(2–4), none said not at all. QuesOon 21 "How convinced are you that most of recent or near future climate change is, or will be, a result
of anthropogenic causes?" received 83.5% very much agree, (34.6%) or agreeing to a large extent (48.9%), 15.1% to a small extent (2–4),
and 1.35% not agreeing at all.

•

Lichter, R. (2008). "Climate ScienKsts Agree on Warming, Disagree on Dangers, and Don't Trust the Media's Coverage of Climate
Change". StaKsKcal Assessment Service, George Mason University. 489 randomly selected members of either the American
Meteorological Society or the American Geophysical Union. 97% agreed that global temperatures have increased during the past 100
years; 84% say they personally believe human-induced warming is occurring, and 74% agree that “currently available scienOﬁc
evidence” substanOates its occurrence. Only 5% believe that that human acOvity does not contribute to greenhouse warming; and 84%
believe global climate change poses a moderate to very great danger.

•

Anderegg, W., J. Prall, J.Harold, and S. Schneider (2010). "Expert credibility in climate change". Proceedings of the Na&onal Academy
of Sciences of the United States of America. Survey of 1,372 climate researchers found that 97–98% of the climate researchers most
acOvely publishing in the ﬁeld support the tenets of ACC (Anthropogenic Climate Change) outlined by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, and (ii) the relaOve climate experOse and scienOﬁc prominence of the researchers unconvinced of about
CC are substanOally below that of the convinced researchers.

Divergent Trends
1. Cook, J., D. Nuccitelli, S. Green, M. Richardson, B. Winkler, R. PainKng, R. Way, P. Jacobs and A. Skuce (2013) “QuanKfying
the consensus on anthropogenic global warming in the scienKﬁc literature,” Environmental Research LeEers. A study of 11
944 climate abstracts from 1991–2011 in the peer reviewed literature matching the topics 'global climate change' or 'global
warming’ found that 66.4% of abstracts expressed no posiOon on AGW, 32.6% endorsed AGW, 0.7% rejected AGW and 0.3%
were uncertain about the cause of global warming. Among abstracts expressing a posiOon on AGW, 97.1% endorsed the
consensus posiKon that humans are causing global warming.
2. Oreskes, N. (2004). "Beyond the Ivory Tower: The ScienKﬁc Consensus on Climate Change" Science 306 (5702): 1686. 928
abstracts of papers from refereed scienOﬁc journals between 1993 and 2003, listed with the keywords "global climate
change". Oreskes divided the abstracts into six categories: explicit endorsement of the consensus posiOon, evaluaOon of
impacts, miOgaOon proposals, methods, paleoclimate analysis, and rejecOon of the consensus posiOon. 75% of the abstracts
were placed in the ﬁrst three categories, thus either explicitly or implicitly accepOng the consensus view; 25% dealt with
methods or paleoclimate, thus taking no posiOon on current anthropogenic climate change; none of the abstracts disagreed
with the consensus posiKon
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American AssociaKon for the Advancement of Science: "The conclusions in this statement
reﬂect the scienKﬁc consensus represented by, for example, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, and the Joint NaOonal Academies' statement.”
AAAS (2006) Board Statement on Climate Change
hRp://www.aaas.org/news/press_room/climate_change/mtg_200702/
aaas_climate_statement.pdf
US NaKonal Academy of Sciences: "In the judgment of most climate scienOsts, Earth’s warming
in recent decades has been caused primarily by human acOviOes that have increased the
amount of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. ... On climate change, [the NaOonal
Academies’ reports] have assessed consensus ﬁndings on the science...” NAS (2008)
Understanding and Responding to Climate Change
hRp://dels-old.nas.edu/climatechange/understanding-climate-change.shtml
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Climate Change as a Cultural Issue
Two-thirds of Americans rarely
if ever discuss global warming
with family or friends.

Source: Yale Project on Climate Change CommunicaOon, 2013
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•

MulOple studies have shown that poliKcal aﬃliaKon, cultural worldview and
environmental values are the strongest correlates of individual uncertainty about
climate change, not scienOﬁc knowledge (Hoﬀman and Jennings, 2012; Hoﬀman,
2011a; Maibach, Leiserowitz, Rosen-Renouf and Mertz, 2011).

Climate Change as a Cultural Issue

SOURCES: McCright and Dunlap, 2011; Pew Research Center, 2014; Borick and Rabe, 2012,
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Once our minds are made up and our posiOon aligns with our cultural idenOty, providing
addiOonal scienOﬁc data can make us more resolute in resisOng conclusions that are at
variance with our cultural beliefs.
The challenge is communicaOon to overcome
distrust.

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. Distrust of the present
climate messengers.
2. Distrust of the process that
created the message.
3. Distrust of the message
itself.
4. Distrust of the soluKons
that come from the message.

u Environmentalists
v DemocraOc PoliOcians
w ScienOsts
AGW believers “hate people, they hate the
Western economy.”

“The environmental agenda seeks to use the
state to create scarcity as a means to exert
their will, and the state’s authority, over your
lives.”

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. The messenger is as
important as the message.

Find “climate brokers”
Know your audience

2. Distrust of the process that
created the message.
3. Distrust of the message
itself.
4. Distrust of the soluKons
that come from the message.

Need brokers from:
- the market
- the ideological right

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. The messenger is as
important as the message.
2. Distrust of the process that
created the message.
3. Distrust of the message
itself.
4. Distrust of the soluKons that
come from the message.

The scienOﬁc process

“The problem of science goes back to WWII…
they moved the peer review process to the pal
review process.”

United NaOons and the IPCC
“Climate-gate”

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. The messenger is as
important as the message.

Strong correlaOon between
belief about climate change and
belief of scienOﬁc consensus

2. Address the process by
which message was created.

Ask the right scienOﬁc quesOons

3. Distrust of the message
itself.
4. Distrust of the soluKons that
come from the message.

Separate the problem from the
soluOon

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. The messenger is as
important as the message.

Discomfort with Climate
Scenarios

2. Address the process by
which message was created.

Belief in God

3. Distrust of the message
itself.

Diﬀering concepOons of risk

4. Distrust of the soluKons that
come from the message.

Just World Theory and “Climate Porn”
Terror Management Theory

Genesis

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. The messenger is as
important as the message.
2. Address the process by
which message was created.
3. Choose messages that are
personally accessible.
4. Distrust of the soluKons that
come from the message.

Find “broker frames”
Recognize the power of language
Avoid cataclysmic scenarios
Employ events as leverage for
change

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. The messenger is as
important as the message.
2. Address the process by
which message was created.
3. Choose messages that are
personally accessible.
4. Distrust of the soluKons that
come from the message.

Role of government
One-world government

“All of our industries have been hampered by
government regula9on…climate change is just
another aSempt to diminish our freedom.”
“Green jobs is just an ideological push for a
Euro-style disaster.”
“He who controls carbon controls life.”

Diﬀering concepOons of the
value of nature
Trust in the market

Building Trust in the
Climate Change Debate
1. The messenger is as
important as the message.
2. Address the process by
which message was created.
3. Choose messages that are
personally accessible.
4. Present soluKons for a
commonly desired future.

Move beyond the negaOve
Balance individual/community
responsibility
Preserve the “American way of
life”

Illustra&ve post-script

Hoffman, A. (2010) “Climate change as a cultural and behavioral issue:
Addressing barriers and implementing solutions,” Organizational
Dynamics, (39): 295-305.

CigareEes and human health

Slavery aboli&on

• SUBJ: AGW is a Nazi eugenical depopulationary Rockefeller scam. Scum, You think you are doing good, but you are working for Satan. What will
become of you? Stan in Seattle
• Dr. Hoffman: Where is the Creditable experimental data that proves the greenhouse gas effect? The moral issues is that supposed scientists have
accepted a "hypotheses "as therory without finding any "creditable experimental evidence " that the Hypothesis exists. You and Univerity of
Michigan are the criminals not the "skeptics.
• We will see who is right and who is wrong. I will be proven right soon. I know you will not respond now, and you will NEVER respond if I am correct.
That is how you all operate. But I won't let you forget who was right.
• Are you an idiot deceiver or just plane stupid? I have news for you. There is no such thing as man-made global warming!!!! It's quite possibly the
largest fraud in human history!!!! CO2 is plant food! I'm leaving now to increase my carbon footprint which I know will HELP society. If you're still
worried, then please by all means, just kill yourself!.
• SUBJ: Get a clue you loser. Or should I get your resume ready. Your days of milking the system with your
phony science are numbered.
• SUBJ: Warming terrorists need a spanking. "professor huffing hoffman" No sonabitch green terrorist listens to reason. Emotion is the
password. Crawl out of Fantasyland and face reality. It is all you falsifying sh--theads who wish to enslave anyone who does not agree with your
agw fairytales. So, it is you who wish to be the self-appointed overseers. So, just go away, crawl in a safe hole somewhere, and wait for the world to
prove to you your own special brand of stupidity.
• SUBJ: What a nut! …. The only moral problem I see is the one where ideologues like yourself want to force the USA to lower its standard of living
to pursue your fantasies. … By the way, how's that hockey stick graph working out for you? Perhaps you should provide some evidence for your
pathetic climate theory, then
us peasants will take you and your fellow "scientists” seriously. Until then, take a hike. .One more thing, you are a secular evolutionist right? If so,
how do molecules in motion have moral stances on ANYTHING, much less fossil fuels?
• Being in the business world you have missed one important fact: anthropogenic global warming is a hoax. The "consensus" is only among a handful
of scientists charged by the UN IPCC with the task of evoking evidence of global warming and what to do about the "disasters" it will cause. There
were not "2000 international experts" who "all agree" that AGW, in fact, exists. Some of the few early believers have now become skeptics.
Certainly weaning off fossil fuels may have some advantages, but prevention of global warming is not one of them. Eco-imperialism caused by this
scam has prevented developing countries from having their own industrial revolution with the coal and natural gas they have. Surely, you are not
one of those who hope to de-develop the world and push us backward?! There wouldn't be much need for business professors if that happened!
Check out a website, http://www.climatedepot.com, to keep up with the devolution of anthropocentric global warming
• SUBJ: Slavery was a Democrat institution, you're a racist. The democrat party is the most racist organization in the history of Western
Civilization.The Indian Removal Act and Trail of Tears was the democrats idea. All the slave owners were democrats. Democrats made educating
blacks illegal. Reconstruction was opposed by democrats. Jim Crow Laws were enacted by democrats. The KKK was founded by the democrats.
• SUBJ: Greetings Komrade. It's funny you should equate rational thought with proponents of slavery, since the solutions of the warming nutballs
like yourself are all Marxist destruction of civilization. IT IS ACTUALLY YOU who are promoting slavery. Wake the hell up from dreamworld. Read
up on the fraud of temperature "adjustments". There is no fucking warming. None to speak of. Is your Phd printed on Charmin? Reverse course
now, and blame others for the fraud. Don't go down with the warming ship. It's already listing to Port.
• Hey Dick Head. Sorry you have such an empty life, but I'm going to bet it gets a lot worse from here. Count on it. Shallow minded
talking airheads always have that skeleton in the closet. I bet we are soon going to be hearing about yours. Have a care free day.

• SUBJ: AGW is a Nazi eugenical depopulationary Rockefeller scam. Scum, You think you are doing good, but you are working for Satan. What will
become of you? Stan in Seattle
• Dr. Hoffman: Where is the Creditable experimental data that proves the greenhouse gas effect? The moral issues is that supposed scientists have
accepted a "hypotheses "as therory without finding any "creditable experimental evidence " that the Hypothesis exists. You and Univerity of
Michigan are the criminals not the "skeptics.
• We will see who is right and who is wrong. I will be proven right soon. I know you will not respond now, and you will NEVER respond if I am correct.
That is how you all operate. But I won't let you forget who was right.
• Are you an idiot deceiver or just plane stupid? I have news for you. There is no such thing as man-made global warming!!!! It's quite possibly the
largest fraud in human history!!!! CO2 is plant food! I'm leaving now to increase my carbon footprint which I know will HELP society. If you're still
worried, then please by all means, just kill yourself!.
• SUBJ: Get a clue you loser. Or should I get your resume ready. Your days of milking the system with your
phony science are numbered.
• SUBJ: Warming terrorists need a spanking. "professor huffing hoffman" No sonabitch green terrorist listens to reason. Emotion is the
password. Crawl out of Fantasyland and face reality. It is all you falsifying sh--theads who wish to enslave anyone who does not agree with your
agw fairytales. So, it is you who wish to be the self-appointed overseers. So, just go away, crawl in a safe hole somewhere, and wait for the world
to prove to you your own special brand of stupidity.
• SUBJ: What a nut! …. The only moral problem I see is the one where ideologues like yourself want to force the USA to lower its standard of living
to pursue your fantasies. … By the way, how's that hockey stick graph working out for you? Perhaps you should provide some evidence for your
pathetic climate theory, then
us peasants will take you and your fellow "scientists” seriously. Until then, take a hike. .One more thing, you are a secular evolutionist right? If
so, how do molecules in motion have moral stances on ANYTHING, much less fossil fuels?
• Being in the business world you have missed one important fact: anthropogenic global warming is a hoax. The "consensus" is only among a
handful of scientists charged by the UN IPCC with the task of evoking evidence of global warming and what to do about the "disasters" it will
cause. There were not "2000 international experts" who "all agree" that AGW, in fact, exists. Some of the few early believers have now become
skeptics. Certainly weaning off fossil fuels may have some advantages, but prevention of global warming is not one of them. Eco-imperialism
caused by this scam has prevented developing countries from having their own industrial revolution with the coal and natural gas they have.
Surely, you are not one of those who hope to de-develop the world and push us backward?! There wouldn't be much need for business professors if
that happened! Check out a website, http://www.climatedepot.com, to keep up with the devolution of anthropocentric global warming
• SUBJ: Slavery was a Democrat institution, you're a racist. The democrat party is the most racist organization in the history of Western
Civilization.The Indian Removal Act and Trail of Tears was the democrats idea. All the slave owners were democrats. Democrats made educating
blacks illegal. Reconstruction was opposed by democrats. Jim Crow Laws were enacted by democrats. The KKK was founded by the democrats. …
• SUBJ: Greetings Komrade. It's funny you should equate rational thought with proponents of slavery, since the solutions of the warming nutballs
like yourself are all Marxist destruction of civilization. IT IS ACTUALLY YOU who are promoting slavery. Wake the hell up from dreamworld. Read
up on the fraud of temperature "adjustments". There is no fucking warming. None to speak of. Is your Phd printed on Charmin? Reverse course
now, and blame others for the fraud. Don't go down with the warming ship. It's already listing to Port.

Skepticism of Science and Scientific Elites

• Hey Dick Head. Sorry you have such an empty life, but I'm going to bet it gets a lot worse from here. Count on it. Shallow minded
talking airheads always have that skeleton in the closet. I bet we are soon going to be hearing about yours. Have a care free day.

• SUBJ: AGW is a Nazi eugenical depopulationary Rockefeller scam. Scum, You think you are doing good, but you are working for Satan. What will
become of you? Stan in Seattle
• Dr. Hoffman: Where is the Creditable experimental data that proves the greenhouse gas effect? The moral issues is that supposed scientists have
accepted a "hypotheses "as therory without finding any "creditable experimental evidence " that the Hypothesis exists. You and Univerity of
Michigan are the criminals not the "skeptics.
• We will see who is right and who is wrong. I will be proven right soon. I know you will not respond now, and you will NEVER respond if I am correct.
That is how you all operate. But I won't let you forget who was right.
• Are you an idiot deceiver or just plane stupid? I have news for you. There is no such thing as man-made global warming!!!! It's quite possibly the
largest fraud in human history!!!! CO2 is plant food! I'm leaving now to increase my carbon footprint which I know will HELP society. If you're still
worried, then please by all means, just kill yourself!.
• SUBJ: Get a clue you loser. Or should I get your resume ready. Your days of milking the system with your
phony science are numbered.
• SUBJ: Warming terrorists need a spanking. "professor huffing hoffman" No sonabitch green terrorist listens to reason. Emotion is the
password. Crawl out of Fantasyland and face reality. It is all you falsifying sh--theads who wish to enslave anyone who does not agree with your
agw fairytales. So, it is you who wish to be the self-appointed overseers. So, just go away, crawl in a safe hole somewhere, and wait for the world
to prove to you your own special brand of stupidity.
• SUBJ: What a nut! …. The only moral problem I see is the one where ideologues like yourself want to force the USA to lower its standard of living
to pursue your fantasies. … By the way, how's that hockey stick graph working out for you? Perhaps you should provide some evidence for your
pathetic climate theory, then
us peasants will take you and your fellow "scientists” seriously. Until then, take a hike. .One more thing, you are a secular evolutionist right? If
so, how do molecules in motion have moral stances on ANYTHING, much less fossil fuels?
• Being in the business world you have missed one important fact: anthropogenic global warming is a hoax. The "consensus" is only among a
handful of scientists charged by the UN IPCC with the task of evoking evidence of global warming and what to do about the "disasters" it will
cause. There were not "2000 international experts" who "all agree" that AGW, in fact, exists. Some of the few early believers have now become
skeptics. Certainly weaning off fossil fuels may have some advantages, but prevention of global warming is not one of them. Eco-imperialism
caused by this scam has prevented developing countries from having their own industrial revolution with the coal and natural gas they have.
Surely, you are not one of those who hope to de-develop the world and push us backward?! There wouldn't be much need for business professors if
that happened! Check out a website, http://www.climatedepot.com, to keep up with the devolution of anthropocentric global warming
• SUBJ: Slavery was a Democrat institution, you're a racist. The democrat party is the most racist organization in the history of Western
Civilization.The Indian Removal Act and Trail of Tears was the democrats idea. All the slave owners were democrats. Democrats made educating
blacks illegal. Reconstruction was opposed by democrats. Jim Crow Laws were enacted by democrats. The KKK was founded by the democrats. …
• SUBJ: Greetings Komrade. It's funny you should equate rational thought with proponents of slavery, since the solutions of the warming nutballs
like yourself are all Marxist destruction of civilization. IT IS ACTUALLY YOU who are promoting slavery. Wake the hell up from dreamworld. Read
up on the fraud of temperature "adjustments". There is no fucking warming. None to speak of. Is your Phd printed on Charmin? Reverse course
now, and blame others for the fraud. Don't go down with the warming ship. It's already listing to Port.

Skepticism of Science and Scientific Elites
Suspicion of Political Ideology

• Hey Dick Head. Sorry you have such an empty life, but I'm going to bet it gets a lot worse from here. Count on it. Shallow minded
talking airheads always have that skeleton in the closet. I bet we are soon going to be hearing about yours. Have a care free day.

• SUBJ: AGW is a Nazi eugenical depopulationary Rockefeller scam. Scum, You think you are doing good, but you are working for Satan. What will
become of you? Stan in Seattle
• Dr. Hoffman: Where is the Creditable experimental data that proves the greenhouse gas effect? The moral issues is that supposed scientists have
accepted a "hypotheses "as therory without finding any "creditable experimental evidence " that the Hypothesis exists. You and Univerity of
Michigan are the criminals not the "skeptics.
• We will see who is right and who is wrong. I will be proven right soon. I know you will not respond now, and you will NEVER respond if I am correct.
That is how you all operate. But I won't let you forget who was right.
• Are you an idiot deceiver or just plane stupid? I have news for you. There is no such thing as man-made global warming!!!! It's quite possibly the
largest fraud in human history!!!! CO2 is plant food! I'm leaving now to increase my carbon footprint which I know will HELP society. If you're still
worried, then please by all means, just kill yourself!.
• SUBJ: Get a clue you loser. Or should I get your resume ready. Your days of milking the system with your
phony science are numbered.
• SUBJ: Warming terrorists need a spanking. "professor huffing hoffman" No sonabitch green terrorist listens to reason. Emotion is the
password. Crawl out of Fantasyland and face reality. It is all you falsifying sh--theads who wish to enslave anyone who does not agree with your
agw fairytales. So, it is you who wish to be the self-appointed overseers. So, just go away, crawl in a safe hole somewhere, and wait for the world
to prove to you your own special brand of stupidity.
• SUBJ: What a nut! …. The only moral problem I see is the one where ideologues like yourself want to force the USA to lower its standard of
living to pursue your fantasies. … By the way, how's that hockey stick graph working out for you? Perhaps you should provide some evidence for
your pathetic climate theory, then
us peasants will take you and your fellow "scientists” seriously. Until then, take a hike. .One more thing, you are a secular evolutionist right? If
so, how do molecules in motion have moral stances on ANYTHING, much less fossil fuels?
• Being in the business world you have missed one important fact: anthropogenic global warming is a hoax. The "consensus" is only among a
handful of scientists charged by the UN IPCC with the task of evoking evidence of global warming and what to do about the "disasters" it will
cause. There were not "2000 international experts" who "all agree" that AGW, in fact, exists. Some of the few early believers have now become
skeptics. Certainly weaning off fossil fuels may have some advantages, but prevention of global warming is not one of them. Eco-imperialism
caused by this scam has prevented developing countries from having their own industrial revolution with the coal and natural gas they have.
Surely, you are not one of those who hope to de-develop the world and push us backward?! There wouldn't be much need for business professors
if that happened! Check out a website, http://www.climatedepot.com, to keep up with the devolution of anthropocentric global warming
• SUBJ: Slavery was a Democrat institution, you're a racist. The democrat party is the most racist organization in the history of Western
Civilization.The Indian Removal Act and Trail of Tears was the democrats idea. All the slave owners were democrats. Democrats made educating
blacks illegal. Reconstruction was opposed by democrats. Jim Crow Laws were enacted by democrats. The KKK was founded by the democrats. …
• SUBJ: Greetings Komrade. It's funny you should equate rational thought with proponents of slavery, since the solutions of the warming nutballs
like yourself are all Marxist destruction of civilization. IT IS ACTUALLY YOU who are promoting slavery. Wake the hell up from dreamworld.
Read up on the fraud of temperature "adjustments". There is no fucking warming. None to speak of. Is your Phd printed on Charmin? Reverse
course now, and blame others for the fraud. Don't go down with the warming ship. It's already listing to Port.

Skepticism of Science and Scientific Elites
Suspicion of Political Ideology
Fear of Economic Disaster

• Hey Dick Head. Sorry you have such an empty life, but I'm going to bet it gets a lot worse from here. Count on it. Shallow minded
talking airheads always have that skeleton in the closet. I bet we are soon going to be hearing about yours. Have a care free day.
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